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We describe a graphical user interface designed to allow non-expert users to pose 3D characters to create American Sign Language (ASL) computer animation. The interface is an important component of a software system that allows educators of the Deaf to add sign language translation, in the form of 3D character animations, to digital learning materials, thus making them accessible to deaf learners. A study indicates that users with no computer animation expertise can create animated ASL signs quickly and accurately.
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Introduction

Deaf education, especially in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM), is a pressing national problem in the U.S. Deaf individuals are significantly underrepresented in STEM fields and historically have had difficulty entering higher education leading to STEM careers [1,2]. An important underlying cause of the educational lag is that deaf students have limited access to grade-level curriculum materials. Computer animation of American Sign Language (ASL) has the potential to improve learning outcomes by making educational content deaf accessible, thus providing deaf children with the same learning opportunities as hearing students.

The work reported in the paper shows that it is possible for deaf educators, who are not animators, to annotate digital lessons with ASL translation in the form of animated avatars, thus making them accessible to deaf children.

ASL eloquence. For example, the speed of signing can be adjusted to the ASL proficiency of the user, which is of great importance for children who are learning ASL. The signing character can be easily changed by selecting a different avatar, hence the possibility of creating characters of different age and ethnicity, as well as cartoon characters appealing to young children.

However, ASL animation currently falls short of reaching its potential in deaf education. There is no easy-to-use public domain authoring system that allows educators to create learning materials annotated with animated ASL. An important piece of functionality that such a system has to provide is to allow educators to animate new ASL signs. This
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is important for several reasons. There are thousands of ASL signs and an initial database can realistically only cover basic signs; a given ASL sign might need to be animated in several ways to reflect stylistic preferences; like any other language, ASL evolves continually and new signs enter the language all the time; outsourcing the animation task to an expert animator every time a new sign is needed is a solution that does not scale (time and remuneration costs, slow feedback loop).

We are developing a software system for allowing educators to author deaf-accessible math and science digital learning materials for grades 1–3 (Figure 1). One major challenge is the interface for posing the signing character. A preliminary user study revealed that educators find interfaces similar to those used in commercial animation systems very difficult to use. Many users gave up, and those who succeeded took over 20 min for a single ASL sign.

In this paper, we describe a novel interface that allows users knowledgeable in ASL but with only basic computer literacy and with no computer animation expertise to pose characters to create new signs (Figure 2, Figure 8). We also refer the reader to the accompanying video, which can be downloaded from http://www2.tech.purdue.edu/cgt/i3/DR_AT.

We differentiate between non-expert users targeted by our work and novice users. Our users are expert educators and it is not intended that they ever become expert animators. Consequently the goal is to provide a near-zero learning curve interface that is rapidly adopted by a large number of educators, and not to train educators to become expert animators. The interface design incorporates the following principles.

First, the users’ knowledge of ASL is leveraged to make the interface more efficient. Instead of always starting from the neutral pose, the user has the option of loading a hand shape similar to the one targeted. The hand shapes available to the user are the digits and letters of the English alphabet. These hand shapes are well known to ASL users, they span the space of possible hand shapes, and they can be easily invoked by pressing the corresponding key.

Second, all selection operations are performed unambiguously in 2-D, which avoids problems with occlusion or poor separation between selection targets, without requiring view adjustments.

Third, the tens of degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the character are decomposed hierarchically such that the user manipulates only a single DOF at a time. Once the bottom of the hierarchy is reached, individual DOFs are selected using buttons labeled with an animation that previews the effect of manipulating that particular DOF. This way the user is more likely to select and manipulate the correct DOF, avoiding a trial and error approach.

We have conducted a user study to evaluate the proposed interface. The subjects were asked to pose the avatar to form the “I love you” (Figure 2) and “Apple” (Figure 8) ASL signs. All subjects completed the tasks successfully with no prior training other than a tutorial given right before the experiment begun. The average task completion times for the two signs were 97 and 181 s, respectively, a substantial improvement over the 20 min or more needed with the conventional interface. These results indicate that the proposed non-expert-user interface could remove one of the major barriers precluding ASL animation from becoming a widespread solution for making digital materials accessible to deaf learners.

Prior work

Although our work is supported by results in deaf education research that suggest visualization, interaction, and engagement as key prerequisites for effective learning for young deaf children, a comprehensive review of learning theories, pedagogical approaches, and prior interventions is beyond the scope of this paper. We limit the discussion of prior work to research aimed at generating and using computer animation of sign language, and at simplifying computer animation interfaces.

Sign language animation

Computer animation of sign language is a valuable tool for improving deaf education [3,4]. Several groups have been focusing on research, development and application of
computer animation technology for enhancing deaf accessibility to educational content, including ViSiCAST [5], Vcom3D [6], the Technical Education Research Center (TERC [7]), and our group at Purdue University [8].

The ViSiCAST project [5], later continued as the eSIGN project [9], aims to provide deaf citizens with improved access to services, facilities, and education through animated British Sign Language. The project is developing a method for automatic translation from natural-language to sign-language. The signs are rendered with the help of a signing avatar. A website is made accessible to deaf user by enhancing the website's textual content with a signed translation encoded as a series of commands. The eSIGN software installed on the user's computer interprets these commands, retrieves previously animated signs from an online sign database, and applies them to a local avatar. The system relies on the creation of a large library of animated signs. The interface for producing animated signs is text-based, requiring users to be familiar with the eSIGN notation system and scripting language, as well as with character animation. Our work is complementary to this effort — our interface can help achieve and maintain a large and up-to-date sign database.

Vcom3D [6] commercializes software for creating and adding computer animated ASL translation to media. The SigningAvatar® software system uses animated 3-D characters to communicate in sign language with facial expressions. It has a database of 3500 English words/concepts and 24 facial configurations, and it can fingerspell words that are not in the database. The Sign Smith Studio® and Gesture Builder® [6] systems enable the creation of new ASL signs to overcome the database limitations. The system is intended for digital content creators and requires experience with character animation.

TERC collaborated with Vcom3D and the National Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID) on the use of SigningAvatar® software to annotate the web activities and resources for two Kids Network units [10]. Recently, TERC has developed a Signing Science Dictionary [11]. Both the Kids Network units and the science dictionary benefit deaf children confirming again the value of animated ASL. However, the animated signs were produced by experienced programmers and animators, rather than by ASL educators, and thus the content cannot be easily extended.

The Purdue University Animated Sign Language Research Group [8], in collaboration with the Indiana School for the Deaf, is focusing on research, development, and evaluation of 3-D animation-based interactive tools for improving math and science education for the Deaf. The group developed Mathsigner™, a collection of animated math activities for deaf children in grades K-4, and SMILE™, an educational math and science immersive game featuring signing avatars [12]. As this content proves to be engaging and effective in the classroom, the team sets out to develop the ASL system, an authoring tool that allows all educators of deaf children to produce ASL annotated learning activities. In an initial formative evaluation of the system the ASL animations were perceived as accurate and fluid, but the system was perceived as difficult to use [13].

Many research efforts target automated translation from text to animated sign language to give signers with low reading proficiency access to written information. In the U.S., English to ASL translation research systems include those developed by Zhao et al. [28] and continued by Huenerfauth [29], and by Grieve-Smith [30]. The eSIGN project [9] provides text to sign language animated translation in the U.K. Translation to Greek Sign Language (SL) is pursued by Efthimiou's group [31], to German SL by Bungeroth [32], and to Irish SL by Morrissey and Way [33], to name just a few. Text to sign language translation is a problem orthogonal to that addressed by our work. Our interface will help create sufficient intelligible, expressive, and appealing signs that can be used to translate text. Moreover, we target the annotation of learning materials for young learners, where the amount of text is small and translation is not a bottleneck.

**Computer animation interfaces**

Animating a character is a challenging task that has been approached from several directions.

One approach is to give up on trying to *synthesize* animation and rather focus on *recording* the animation data using a variety of motion capture technologies. Motion capture cannot be surpassed when it comes to recording high quality motion (e.g. dance, sports). However, in our context of ASL animation, motion capture has important limitations. First, the approach does not scale to thousands of educators due to equipment costs. Second, motion capture systems excel at recording body and limb poses and are weak when it comes to recording hand shapes. We tried using a glove [14] to capture hand shapes but the low level of accuracy required lengthy post processing. A glove is well suited for tracking basic gestures but not well suited for recording crossing fingers and contact or near contact between finger tips.

In order to alleviate the hardware bottleneck of motion capture, extensive research has been directed towards extracting animation poses from a single image and without the use of markers. Since a 2-D image does not fully define a 3-D pose, disambiguation is attempted using probabilistic modeling and learning [e.g. 16]. The lack of markers implies having to solve the challenging problem of segmentation. Single camera methods focus on estimating body poses and do not handle hand shapes.

Another approach is to rely on sketching as an indirect interface. The user generates a 2-D drawing of the character, which is then converted to values for the many DOF defining the pose of the character. The approach works well for articulated figure animation [17–20], but requires that users have the ability to draw. Like in the case of single image pose capture, sketching has the problem of difficult disambiguation between the many poses matching a given 2-D drawing. One option is to let the user select the desired pose from the multiple candidates [20], another option is to require the user to provide additional data through the 2-D drawing using sketching conventions [17], and a third option is to resort to multiple passes [18]. In the context of ASL the main challenges of animation by sketching are the need for artistic
talent and the difficult applicability to hand shapes which are hard to sketch and suffer from occlusions.

A third approach for simplifying the task of animating a computer character is to rely on databases of prior poses. One system provides a database with 2.8 million prerecorded poses, which is queried with a direct interface based on sketching or with an indirect interface based on constraints [21]. Querying by sketching suffers of the disadvantages described above. Defining constraints that uniquely identify a pose requires overcoming a non-negligible learning curve. We do adopt the pose database idea. However, as described below, we employ a small database with a trivial querying mechanism.

A fourth approach is to devise novel input devices or modalities that allow the animator to specify the pose more intuitively than by using conventional graphical user interfaces manipulated with mouse and keyboard. One system allows a puppeteer to control a virtual puppet in real time using trackers embedded into cylindrical physical handles [22]. Another system enables the creation of 2-D animations with an ingenious use of a sketching surface that allows the user to position and time objects [23]. A third system defines a series of hand gestures (e.g. “pinch”, “zoom”, “rotate”) that are captured with a camera. Unlike in motion capture where the gestures are the desired animation [15], here the gestures allow the user to interact with the 3-D model and to pose it for each key frame [24]. An important advantage of all these systems is that they engage the user’s motor and cognitive skills (e.g. affective connection to character, sense of space and time), which makes the animation task more intuitive, with a lower learning curve. In our context, a major concern is achieving an input device and/or modality that are robust and inexpensive to enable scalability to thousands of educators.

Considerable research has been devoted specifically to simplifying animation for those who are not expert animators [18,23,24]. The consensus is that for such users interface simplicity is of paramount importance. Simplicity is a primary design concern in our work as well. Most efforts target novice users, whereas the K-Sketch project [23] has the merit of making a clear and important distinction between animators in training, i.e. novice animators, and users who have animation needs but do not intend to become animators, i.e. non-animators. As noted in the introduction our work targets the latter. Non-animators cannot afford a lengthy time investment for learning the craft of computer animation, as they are typically attempting to animate outside of their main charge. This emphasizes the requirement of a low learning curve. Moreover, non-animators want to apply computer animation in a specific domain, and pertinent knowledge and simplifying assumptions should be leveraged.

In conclusion, although computer animation of ASL has improved significantly over the past few years and shows strong potential for enhancing accessibility to digital media, its effectiveness and wide-spread use is precluded by the absence of an easy-to-use public domain authoring system that allows users without animation expertise to create ASL animations that can be embedded into digital content.

**Interface challenges in character animation**

In this section, we analyze the process of character animation in order to isolate potential challenges faced by non-expert animators and to motivate the choices made in the design of our user interface. The challenges and proposed solutions are identified based on direct observation during formative evaluation with educators of deaf children and based on our experience with 3-D animation software and with the challenges faced by students trying to learn animation. The process of animating a 3-D character involves three steps: (1) setting key poses, (2) interpolating between poses, and (3) refining the poses and interpolation to perfect the motion and timing of the character. Steps (1) and (3) are usually performed by the animator, whereas step (2) is carried out automatically by the animation software.

**The character posing challenge**

Posing the character as required by steps 1 and 3 is the most complex and time-consuming task, as a human character model is defined by a large number of skeletal joints, many of which have multiple DOFs. Current commercial 3-D animation systems, such as Maya, 3DS Max, Poser, SoftImage [25,26], provide users with two approaches for posing avatars: Inverse Kinematics (IK) and Forward Kinematics (FK). IK allows users to manipulate only the extreme joints of a character (e.g. the wrist joint to pose the entire arm), and then the software interactively updates the position of the intermediate joints using a variety of IK algorithms. With FK the user rotates each individual skeletal joint to attain the desired pose.

The advantage of IK is that it allows users to create a rough pose fairly quickly. The main disadvantage is that it is difficult to refine the position of the intermediate joints. These joints cannot be manipulated directly and non-expert animators find it challenging to achieve the exact desired pose by only manipulating the extreme joints. On the other hand, FK is more time consuming but it allows the user to pose a character very accurately. Character manipulation is constrained to a single joint at a time. The user makes slower but steady progress from the root to the leaves of the dependency tree defined by the skeleton.

However, a joint can have up to three (rotational) DOFs and the user needs to select and manipulate the correct one. The typical solution adopted by animation interfaces is to annotate the joint with a 3-D construct (i.e. a gizmo) that suggests the DOFs of the joint and allows the animator to select and manipulate individual DOFs (Figure 3). Such gizmos are often perceived as confusing and difficult to use by inexperienced animators.

**The selection challenge**

To facilitate the selection and manipulation of the character’s components, the majority of animation software packages offer Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) that can be customized by experienced users to speed up the selection and transformation of the avatar’s parameters. For example, it is possible to write scripts, expressions, or use reactive animation to create
custom character controls and IK/FK switches that facilitate the process of posing the character. However, customizing the interface is not an easy task for a non-expert user, as it requires knowledge of the animation system scripting language and familiarity with advanced animation methods.

Regardless of whether an IK or an FK approach is taken, an important problem in the context of a non-expert user is the selection of a character control for manipulation. An intuitive solution is to let the user click on the character control directly in the main window. Due to the 3-D nature of the character, it might be challenging to select a given control: the control could be difficult to separate from other controls that project to the same part of the screen, or the control could not be visible at all due to occlusions. For the approach to work, the user has to have the ability of defining an adequate view where the control is visible and well separated from other controls (Figure 4).

The starting pose challenge
An obvious way of accelerating the posing of the character is to not always start from a neutral pose, but rather to start from an existing pose that is as close as possible from the desired new pose. The benefits of a better starting point are particularly important for a non-expert user. Animation systems (e.g. Poser [26]) do allow the user to select a character configuration from a pose library and use it as a starting point. One problem is that such libraries contain a limited set of poses, whereas an articulated human model can assume millions of different configurations. Therefore there is a high probability that a similar pose does not exist in the library. Another problem is that accessing and searching the vast libraries of pre-made poses is challenging for a non-expert user, requiring either learning how to formulate textual queries that describe the desired pose or the painstaking examination of hundreds of thumbnails towards identifying the best starting pose.

The ASL animation context
Posing the character is a particularly challenging process when animating a signing avatar. Animation of sign language requires very precise configuration of hands, which are one of the most complex parts of the human body. A hand 3-D model is usually rigged with a skeletal deformation system comprised of 24 to 27 joints and some of these joints have multiple DOFs. For example, the metacarpophalangeal joints have two rotational DOFs — pitch and yaw — to produce finger flexion and abduction. After selecting the joint, the animator needs to control both DOFs and understand the effect that each one has on the motion of the finger. The complexity of the hand exacerbates the challenges non-expert animators have with gizmos for DOF selection.

Furthermore, ASL hand gestures can be very complex and the position of some of the fingers can occlude the view of the rest of the hand, as, for example, in the hand shapes of the ASL signs for the letters “N” and “M”. This requires changing the view constantly in order to reveal and separate the joints, a difficult task for non-expert users. The starting pose challenge is somewhat simpler in the ASL context since the animation system knows that the animator is only interested in creating an ASL sign, which reduces the size of the database of pre-made poses and presents opportunities for simplifying the query formulation.
In conclusion, the process of posing 3-D human-like models in general and signing avatars in particular can be a difficult and frustrating endeavor for inexperienced users if given an interface designed for expert computer animators. What is needed is an interface specifically designed for non-expert users.

**Non-expert user interface**

The proposed interface for posing signing avatars addresses the challenges discussed above as follows.

**Selection**

We avoid the problem of occlusions and poor separation between selection targets using 2-D selection maps. The selection maps show the character in a fixed pose that reveals all selection targets well. The selection maps do not change as the pose of the character changes, so the user can always select any selection target with one or two mouse clicks. To achieve an adequate level of detail on hands, selecting a hand displays a selection map of just the hand (Figure 5, top). Selection maps eliminate the need to change the view to reveal the selection targets. Another reason for changing the view is to better see the part of the model that is being posed. We reduce this need for changing the view by framing the selection – the view changes automatically to show the selection in detail.

**Character posing**

Our interface allows posing the character through forward kinematics (FK), which, as discussed above, is more suitable for non-expert users. In order to avoid the confusion about which joint needs to be selected to move a particular segment of the character body, the interface allows selecting body segments instead of joints. When a body segment is selected, FK manipulation acts on the upstream joint. For example, when a user attempts to pose the arm of a character there might be confusion as to whether to select the shoulder or the elbow. Whereas the shoulder is the joint that rotates to position the arm through FK, some users attempt to translate the elbow in IK fashion. Instead of burdening the user with the distinction between FK and IK, we simply place the selection targets on body segments and not on joints (e.g. right arm and last index segment in Figure 5).

A body segment can have 1, 2, or 3 DOFs according to the DOFs of the underlying upstream joint. Once a body segment is selected, the interface assists the user in the process of choosing the DOF to be manipulated by displaying one button for each DOF. The button is labeled with an animation that illustrates the effect of manipulating that particular DOF. In Figure 6, top, the 3 buttons at the bottom right of the image show how the hand rotates by manipulating each of the 3 DOFs. The animated labels preview in parallel all possible manipulations of a body segment without committing any pose change to the character. The user is more likely to select and manipulate the appropriate DOF without the frustration of having to decipher cryptic gizmos and of sequentially trying multiple DOFs and undoing unwanted effects.

Once the user decides which DOF needs to be manipulated, the DOF is selected by pressing the corresponding button which reveals a simple horizontal slider that commits the change to the character pose (Figure 6, bottom).

To accelerate the posing of the hand, the interface allows the user to curl a finger by manipulating a single slider. To
enable finger curling, the interface provides two selection maps for the hand. One is the selection map seen in Figure 5, top, which allows selecting individual finger segments, and one is the selection map seen in Figure 6, which allows selecting entire fingers. When an entire finger is selected the slider curls the finger. The user can toggle between the two selection maps for the hand by simply clicking on an icon of the other map.

Starting pose
A good set of starting poses is a set that samples the space of all possible poses well, that has as few poses as possible, and that can be easily queried by the user. In our context of ASL animation, the biggest challenge comes from posing hands so instead of defining a set of starting poses we define a set of starting hand shapes. This reduces the dimensionality of the starting set while still providing most of the posing efficiency gains.

The ASL linguistics literature does not define a canonical set of hand shapes, i.e. a small set of hand shapes from which all other hand shapes can be easily created.

The process of defining a canonical set of hand shapes has to start from defining the space of all possible hand shapes in ASL, which is difficult since there are thousands of signs and new signs are added continually. The second step is to define a metric for quantifying the difference between two hand shapes. One possible metric is the sum of corresponding angle differences between the two hand shapes over all joints and all DOFs. Another possibility is an interface specific metric that measures the average time it takes to convert the starting hand shape (i.e. the hand shape in the canonical set) into the destination hand shape (i.e. the new hand shape), using a given interface. Given a set of starting hand shapes and a new hand shape, the distance between the set and the new hand shape is defined as the smallest distance between a hand shape in the set and the new hand shape. In a third step, a set of \( N \) hand shapes has to be found that minimizes the sum of the distances between the set and all other hand shapes. This amounts to a complex optimization problem with hundreds of DOFs.

Moreover, the suitability of a canonical set also depends on how easy it is for the user to retrieve the hand shape from the set that is closest to a given hand shape. Sequential inventorying of the canonical set is slow, and a set of hand shapes that can be quickly invoked should be preferred.

After consulting with ASL linguists and users we have converged on a canonical set defined by the 36 ASL hand shapes for the letters and digits of the English alphabet (Figure 7). The set covers a great range of hand shapes, all well familiar to ASL users. Given a new hand shape, an ASL user can quickly identify mentally the closest letter or digit, which is invoked intuitively by pressing the corresponding key.

User study
The interface described in the paper is an important component of an authoring system that enables ASL educators to create sign language animations to annotate digital learning content. We compared our UI against an earlier version of our system, which had an interface modeled after conventional interfaces such as those of Maya or Gesture Builder (e.g. selection in 3-D, rotations via gizmos, direct manipulation of multiple degrees of freedom, and the option of inverse kinematics). The earlier system and its formal evaluation are described in detail in a publication [13]. In summary, only 1 out of 5 deaf educators was able to pose an ASL sign, and this in over 20 min. Also the subject survey indicates that the earlier system was perceived as very difficult to use. One of the subjects gave up and left during the study. The main complaints pertained to difficulty in selecting joints via gizmos, in predicting the effect of manipulation, and in adjusting the view to focus on the character part currently posed. This preliminary study provides the baseline for the present study.

Subjects
10 participants, 8 hearing ASL signers and 2 deaf ASL signers, age 22–53 years, 2 males, 8 females. 5/10 participants were very fluent in ASL; the other 5 participants were students in an advanced ASL class and had a good knowledge of ASL, as they had taken 3 ASL courses prior to participating in the experiment. All participants had basic familiarity with computers and standard input devices (i.e. mouse and keyboard). None of the participants had any prior experience with 2D or 3D animation software. Although hearing condition and age were not the same for all subjects, this was intentional to ensure that the subjects tested are a representative sample of the population targeted by our software: 2 subjects were deaf, 3 subjects were hearing CODAs (i.e. Children of Deaf Adults), and 5 were hearing ASL students.

Procedure
Participants were first given instructions (in ASL and spoken English) and a 15-min demonstration on how to use the system and posing interface with mouse and keyboard. Then subjects were asked to perform five tasks: (1) Import a 3-D character into the system and load the database of signs, (2) Use the existing database of signs to create an ASL animated sentence, (3) Reproduce a facial expression represented in a provided image (4) Use the script editor to animate a specific ASL sentence, and (5a and 5b) Create the “Apple” and “I love you” signs using the user interface described in the paper. We focused on posing the character because the transitions between poses are provided automatically by the system, with collision detection, and with a variety of interpolation types.

Subjects worked alone at a personal computer. The task completion time was recorded by a key press which started and stopped the timer and video screen capture. The video recordings were later analyzed to determine the nature and number of mistakes and possible “bugs” in the system and user interface. Subjects were instructed to create accurate and legible signs as quickly as possible. Some subjects chose to refine their signs whereas others did not. After the experiment the signs were evaluated for accuracy and legibility by two deaf ASL signers.

After completing the 5 tasks, participants were directed to fill out a web survey. The first part of the survey included questions related to gender, age, ASL fluency, familiarity with computers,
and experience in 3D animation. The second part of the survey included rating questions focusing on system usability.

Findings

We report the results for tasks 5a and 5b as they pertain to the effectiveness of the proposed interface. All subjects were able to produce all the signs correctly; all signs were rated accurate and legible. For task 5a (posing the “Apple” sign), the subjects’ times were: MEAN = 182 s; MIN = 31 s; MAX = 285 s; STDV = 79 s. For task 5b (posing the sign for the “I love you” sign) the subjects’ times were: MEAN = 97 s; MIN = 51 s; MAX = 182 s; STDV = 38 s. There were no significant differences with age and hearing condition.

The results of the survey show that subjects found the posing interface easy-to-use (MEAN = 4, on a scale of 1 “not easy” to 5 “very easy”), and familiarity with computers was not a significant correlate. Regarding the proposed user interface, participants commented: “I liked the easy manipulation of the hands and arms to make each sign as perfectly as possible; it was really easy to create signs with minimal instructions; I liked the premade poses, more premade poses would be useful… also for the arms”.

The analysis of the video screen recordings shows that all 10 subjects were able to identify and load without hesitation the Y and X hand shapes as starting poses for the creation of the “I Love You” and “Apple” signs, respectively. This confirms the usefulness of a library of canonical ASL hand shapes that ASL users are familiar with.

Participants did not experience any difficulty selecting the character components and manipulating the sliders. However,
3 out of 10 subjects did not seem to understand the effect of manipulating some of the sliders, as they repeatedly selected the incorrect ones. This finding suggests that the animated preview of the effect of manipulation of a specific DOF might not be clear to all users. Some users were able to use the interface extremely efficiently – for example to pose the “Apple” sign in 31 s.

One interesting finding is that the majority of the subjects spent 30–40% percent of the total time for making the sign posing the left arm, which does not actually sign, and only has to be brought down from the neutral elevated position (see for example Figure 7, left) to a resting position parallel to the body (see for example Figure 8). The time for creating a sign could be significantly shortened by providing a library of commonly used ASL arm poses that the user can load as starting positions.

Lastly, subjects took much longer to make the “Apple” sign than the “I Love you” sign. Observation of the subjects’ screen interaction shows that many participants experienced difficulties in positioning the index finger such that it touches the character’s cheek (Figure 8). We believe that this difficulty is due to the subjects’ inexperience with 3-D spatial representation and 3-D view manipulation. Assisted view changing, which we plan to implement in the future, might alleviate this problem.

The results of the study are promising as they demonstrate that the proposed UI is usable by non-expert users and functional – all subjects were able to create the signs. The time required to produce a new sign is acceptable (i.e. 30 s–285 s) and the interface does not appear to have a steep learning curve. Descriptive statistics including all subjects’ performance data are available at: http://www2.tech.purdue.edu/cgt/i3/DR_AT/performance_data.htm

Comparison to commercial animation software

As anyone who has used a commercial animation system such as Maya can attest, a user with no animation expertise cannot pose a character with such a system without training. The video accompanying our submission opens with an illustration of some of the complex steps necessary to pose a character in Maya.

We have also compared our UI to that of Gesture Builder, a commercial computer animation software system specifically designed for posing and animating gestures. We have conducted a thorough literature search for Gesture Builder user study data, without success. We then proceeded to conducting a comparison between our interface and that of Gesture Builder (GB) at a design principle level. Here are our findings:

- GB performs joint rotations via gizmos with multiple degrees of freedom (see Figure 10) whereas we select and affect individual rotations via animated button labels that preview and 1-D sliders that apply the rotation (see Figure 6, right and bottom). Gizmos were found very hard to use in our preliminary user study, as well as in our experience in teaching animation.
- GB uses IK by asking the user to define pairs between sets of tens of possible contact points (see Figure 11); the rough pose is then refined using FK. Our system uses an FK approach exclusively. As mentioned in the section “Non-expert user interface”, the main disadvantage of IK is that it is difficult to refine the position of the intermediate joints of the IK chain. These joints cannot be manipulated directly and non-expert animators find it challenging to achieve the exact desired pose by only moving the extreme joints.

Figure 9. Screenshot from Gesture Builder software showing the library of pre-made hand shapes.

Figure 10. Screenshot from Gesture Builder software showing the joints’ rotation “Gizmos”.
– GB restricts the user to a set of predefined orthographic views, and it could happen that none is adequate for some signs. Our system automatically frames the character part currently being modified and also allows the user to change the view freely (see figure 8), including to create a top view.

Conclusions and future work

We have demonstrated an interface that allows users with no animation expertise to pose a signing avatar. We refer the reader to the accompanying video that further illustrates our interface and the learning activities that it enables.

So far we have focused on users with no prior experience in ASL animation. Our user study showed that the interface was usable with no training. As future work we will investigate whether interface efficiency can be improved as users become familiar with ASL animation and with our specific interface. Does the interface need to evolve and how? We foresee that there are opportunities for further reducing the time required to pose an avatar as the user gains experience, but we believe that it is unlikely that the interface will have to evolve to resemble the interfaces of commercial animation systems – the user does not evolve into an expert animator.

The interface will be integrated into a software system for annotating computer learning activities with ASL translations. The interface promises to make the system accessible to all educators, an important prerequisite for a definitive solution to the accessibility problem faced by deaf education in our society. We plan to leverage the society level deaf-accessible content creation effort through an online community where ASL signs and ASL-translated materials are contributed, found, rated, and used by deaf learners, their parents, and their educators.

A plausible important additional benefit of our work is in the context of teaching ASL and of improving English literacy. Young deaf learners are faced with the daunting challenge of learning ASL, written English, and subject matters such as mathematics, all at the same. The combination of realistic ASL discourse delivered by the engaging avatar, of English subtitles, and of a graphical description of the content could prove to be an essential tool for overcoming this triple challenge. Since many deaf children have at least one hearing parent, who is typically not a signer [27], ASL animation could also prove to be useful in the context of teaching parents ASL, opening an additional, natural, communication channel with their young child.

Finally, facilitating the creation of ASL translation is important beyond the education domain and could be used for example in entertainment and social networking to remove communication barriers between hearing and non-hearing members of our society.
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